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Attacker & Scammer Warnings
FBI & CISA Release Advisory on Scattered Spider Group

The FBI and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA) released a joint Cybersecurity
Advisory on Scattered Spider - a cybercriminal group
targeting commercial facilities sectors and subsectors.
The advisory provides tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs) obtained through FBI investigations
as recently as November 2023. Scattered Spider threat
actors typically engage in data theft for extortion using
multiple social engineering techniques and have
recently leveraged BlackCat/ALPHV ransomware
alongside their usual TTPs.

CISA Advisory Details
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Scammers Target Popular Online Game

Roblox is free to play but contains an in-application
currency called Robux that can be used to make
purchases for a user’s avatar, some of which exist in
limited quantities and can be worth tens of thousands of
real-world dollars. Roblox users can be targeted by
scammers who attempt to steal valuable items or
Robux from other players. Attackers are using
JavaScript URLs, API forms, and more to scam users in
this popular online game.

Cisco AI Readiness Report

The Cisco AI Readiness Index investigates AI readiness
across six key pillars - Strategy, Infrastructure, Data,
Governance, Talent, and Culture and categorizes
organizational readiness into four levels – Pacesetters
(fully prepared), Chasers (moderately prepared),
Followers (limited preparedness), and Laggards
(unprepared). The Index is based on a double-blind
survey of 8,161 senior business leaders at
organizations with 500 or more employees with
responsibility for AI integration and deployment within
their organizations.

Roblox Warning Details

Read Full Report
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Wi-Fi 7: Advanced Connectivity for the
Next Generation

As use cases that provide immersive experiences,
collaboration, and superior reliability quickly become
mainstays in home and enterprise environments, Wi-Fi
7’s sophisticated feature set will bring the required level
of advanced performance these applications demand.
Unique and exciting features of Wi-Fi 7 include 320
MHz channels, 4K QAM, and Multi-Link Operation
(MLO).

Microsoft Ignite 2023

“Microsoft Ignite” is the flagship event for IT developers
and business decision makers, where people learn
about new products & updates and hear from senior
leaders & subject matter experts about what’s on the
horizon. The overarching theme for this year’s event
was how they are working to empower customers,
partners, and developers to thrive in the era of AI. Other
highlights included Microsoft x NVIDIA, foundation
models and tooling, data, and Microsoft Teams.

More About Wi-Fi 7

Ignite Highlights & Videos
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DSI Tech was recently awarded “Partner of the Year” for
the Blue Ridge region (USA East Area) at the 2023
Cisco Partner Summit. It’s an honor to receive this
award and many thanks to our amazing Cisco team and
customers!

Read Partner Summit highlights and key announcements from the Cisco Blog
and CRN. If you couldn’t tune in live, find the recordings here.

See the announcement on our socials: 

Join the DSI Tech Team
DSI Tech is committed to employee satisfaction through our benefits program
and a friendly, team-based culture. We provide a positive environment for you
to grow, learn, and excel as an industry professional. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work that challenges your abilities and is financially solid and
growing every year, then this is the place for you!

The DSI Tech team is growing! Current job openings & career paths include
Contracts & Proposals, Engineering, and Sales (Inside Reps and Outside
Federal & SLED in various locations).

Read Press Release

Join our team!

DSI Tech Wins Cisco Partner Award
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DSI Tech provides complete IT solutions and services that are secure, innovative, energy efficient, and
cost effective. Our customers include State & Local Government and Education (SLED), Federal

agencies, and commercial companies. We hold nationwide contracts that are supported by a team of
industry professionals and certified engineers. Learn more at dsitech.com.
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